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Wilson resigns as VP
Illness forces 2nd in charge to vacate post
By Leslie Morris
staff Writer

Malcolm W. Wilson’s secre
tary connrmed Wednesday that
the senior vice president will not
return to his duties at Cal Poly
due to a serious illness.
**He’s a very highly competent
and respected man,” said ^ n n ie
Tuohy, Wilson’s executive secre
tary. “ His expertise and per
sonality on campus will be great
ly m iss^.”
President Warren Baker is ex
pected to replace Wilson with an
interim vice president within the
next day or so, she said.
W ilso n ,
54,
has
been
hospitalized for the last two
weeks and has been out of the of
fice off and on over the last year.
Tuohy declined to comment on
the nature of his illness.
“ It’s been difficult without him
but he has an excellent staff and
we have been maintaining the
operation to a good degree,”
Tuohy said.
Several administrators ex
pressed deep regret over
Wilson’s resignation. Interim

Dean of liberal arts Glenn Irvin
said Wilson gave outstanding
leadership at a time when it was
really needed.
“We’II really miss his leader
ship, knowledge and love for this
institution,” said Irvin. “ We’ll
miss him as a person. He was
terrific and 1 really enjoyed him.
His heart was as big as the
world.”
While at Cal Poly, Wilson
made a big impact on those he
worked with, said Roger Swan
son, associate vice president for
enrollment support services.
“ I’m very depressed (that
Wilson has resigned),” Swanson
said. “Wilson represented the
heart of Cal Poly.”
Swanson said Wilson cared
about the institution and is the
type of man who will always re
main close to his friends.
“We hope he will recover soon
and be back in some sort of ca
pacity.”
Wilson was appointed to the
chief academic post by Baker in
June 1987 but served before that
as interim vice president from

July 1986. His appointment to
senior vice president was
recommended by a campus-wide
committee composed of Cal Poly
faculty, staff and students after
a nationwide search that involv
ed 225 applicants. Wilson suc
ceeded Tomlinson Fort Jr., who
stepped down to teach in the
u n iv e r s ity ’s
m e ta llu r g ic a l
engineering department.
Wilson was directly responsi
ble to the president for all opera
tions of the university’s educa
tional policy, academic planning,
instructional
programs
and
faculty personnel actions. He
served as acting president in the
absence of Baker and was direct
ly reported to by the seven
school deans and academic af
fairs staff.
Wilson earned a bachelor’s and
master’s degree from Western
State College in Colorado and
completed his doctoral studies at
the University of Arizona in
1973.
He joined Cal Poly’s Education
Department faculty in 1968 after
Sec WILSON, page 5
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SLO City Council back to work after election
Rappa» Pinard attempt late
housing ordinance changes
By Sieve Jones
Staff Wrttar

Just when you thought the
controversy over the High Den
sity Residential Use Ordinance
was over, a spark from the group
that started things nearly made
the issue explode all over again.
The ordinance, which requires
a regulatory use permit for
single-family houses with six or
more adult occupants, was sup
posed to be approved in its Final
form as a simple consent item at
the beginning of the meeting.
However, the item was pulled
from the consent agenda to allow
Arden R obinson, a repre
sentative of the Residents for
Quality Neighborhoods, to speak.
At the end of the meeting be
fore a nearly empty City Council
chambers, Robinson appealed to
the council to modify the ordi
nance from six or more adults to
Five or more adults.
This possibility was discussed
at earlier council meetings and
was strongly opposed by the

Student-Community Liaison
Committee and ASI President
Ricardo Echeverria.
Councilmembers Penny Rappa
and Peg Pinard immediately
supported the change.
“ I think it’s an excellent at
tempt to at least give a partial
answer to the problems in our
single-family neighborhoods,”
Rappa said.
Councilmember Jerry Reiss, a
long-time opponent of the ordi
nance, said he was concerned
ab ou t
s in g le -fa m ily
neighborhoods, but also about
about community relations with
Cal Poly and Cuesta College.
“This was a bad ordinance at
six, it’s going to be even more
divisive at Five,” Reiss said.
Pinard, who wanted to give
Final approval to the ordinance in
modified-form approval that
night, said the council should
give priority to preserving the
single-family neighborhoods.
“ I’m hearing one phrase (from
Reiss) that's guaranteed to be a

Trouble in
Nirvana?
Are the problems of Cal
Poly students going
unheard? Reporter Jill
Newhouse explains
why she thinks so.

loser,” Pinard said. “That is to actions of the university have
find a solution that is satisfac certainly not shown that level of
tory to ail parties involved. I . responsibility. When you talk
about give and take, I see the
don’t think life is ever like that.”
Yet Reiss argued that the community as having done all
solution must be a give and take the giving.”
The swing vote was Coun
relationship or one will create a
cilmember Allen K. Settle, who
town divided.
“ 1 would like to get back to the was for the ordinance but against
division you’re talking about,”
the change.
“ A change in the ordinance at
Pinard said to Reiss. “ I see there
being two issues here. One is the this time without any participa

tion of those that will be affected
on both sides will set back the
implementation of the ordinance
and, what concerns me most,
would make it more divisive,”
Settle said.
The modification was defeated
by a 2-2 vote (Mayor Dunin abs
tained) and the ordinance,
without the modification, was
passed by a 3-1 vote with Reiss
dissenting.

Council gives final go-ahead fo r $20 million
Performing Arts Center Poly/city-funded
Jones and
J\yalieS l^Gciunger
Staff Wrttafa

Cal Poly will soon be home to a
$20 million Performing Arts
Center, which will accommodate
up to 1,500 people on three levels
of seating.
The City Council Tuesday
night gave Final approval for the
center, which will be a joint ven
ture by the university, the city
and the local Foundation for the
Performing Arts Center.
Cal Poly President Warren

Baker and California State Uni
versity Chancellor W. Ann
Reynolds have already given ap
proval.
The center is slated for com
pletion in March of 1993 and will
be located on Grand Avenue ad
jacent to the existing theater.
Cal Poly is responsible for
two-thirds of the cost as well as
providing the land, utilities and
public parking. The city and the
foundation will each pay onesixth of the cost.
In January 1990 Cal Poly will
Find out if Gov. George Deukme-

jian approved the money propos
ed in the annual budget for the
Performing Arts Center to be
built, said Douglas Gerard, ex
ecutive dean of facilities ad
ministration.
Financial support from the
state is essential for Cal Poly’s
involvement.
"We depend on the support of
the state,” Gerard said.
About four years ago Cal Poly
was suggested for the site of the
center after a San Jose con
sulting firm evaluated the situa
See ART, page 4

Backyard
Earth...

Open 'Arms'...

Its 3 acres contain
mountains, tropical
rainforests, streams and
wildlife. It's totally
enclosed in glass. And
it'll be ready for
occupancy next year.

Directed by Michael
Malkin, and starring
Tracy Fowler, Cal Poly's
production of Shaw's
"Arms and the Man"
opens tonight.
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Second Opinion
Global education plan In works
Now the United Nations has climbed on the already muchloaded education bandwagon. Last week the United Nations an
nounced in Boston a global initiative to help bring literacy and
education to all the people of the world. Talk about a modest
proposal.
Plans for “ Education for All” took shape in France last month.
Next, U.N. staff members travel around to various world regions
— the Mideast, the Caribbean, West and East Africa, South
America, the Far East — in order to develop ideas and strategies.
In March 1990, all parties meet in Bangkok for a world con
ference.
The content is global back-to-basics. The United Nations wants
to learn how to give every child at least two years of schooling.
How to make curriculum more relevant. How to cut costs. How
to utilize new technologies.
Basic proposals — such as having all parents take their
children to school at least once a week — are being set forth.
Unfortunately, the rhetoric is thick with global-sp>eak, futurespeak and techno-speak. We are on the brink of a new vision. We
can "transform a historically unprecedented possibility into a
reality” if we “ modernize new and revolutionary communications
mechanisms.”
That’s a long way from where real people are, particularly in
developing lands.
Yet the idea of regional meetings is good. Perhaps by March
critical feedback will help the United Nations avoid reinventing a
huge wheel. The American crowd, including top U.S. education
reformers, will give the United Nations an earful.
The world conference in Thailand can bring a realistic focus to
this ambitious effort, and do some important cross-fertilizing.
— Excerpted from The Christian Science Monitor, Nov. 14.

CORRECTION
In the Nov. 15 INSIGHT article, a Disabled Student Services
learning specialist’s name was misspelled. She is Ann Fryer.
Also, the article incorrectly identified the WAIS-R test, which is
used to diagnose dyslexia.

Poly’s flaws remain unsolved
Sometimes I wonder who runs
this school.
It seems every time I turn
around, a new problem arises and
no one knows who to blame.
Earlier this quarter, the housing
situation and student-bashing
were hot topics in town, and now
the over-enrollment problem is in
the limelight. Yet, no one is tak
ing responsibility for either of
these.
Cal Poly is not some “ rinkydink” college in the backhills of
California. It is prestigious and
well-respected in the business
world and is one of the most popular universities
among college-bound^ freshmen. Yet the ad
ministration is uninformed and unaware of many
goings-on in the school.
Take for example the recent release of the actual
numbers of students enrolled in Cal Poly. A few
weeks ago it was “ officially” announced there were
about 14,000 full-time students registered.
However, last week Executive Dean Douglas
Gerard said the actual figures are beyond the
15,500 mark.
How can a school misplace close to 1,350 stu
dents?
I would think even if enrollment were too high,
adminstration would learn of the faux pas sooner
than the eighth week of school — especially con
sidering thetow n/gow n conflict in the community.
But, in taking this problem and combining it
with the housing crisis, it seems the school should
be concerned with over-enrollment after all. Presi
dent Warren Baker previously said off-campus
student housing was out of his hands. But if the
school he supposedly runs “ accidently” admits
1,350 extra students in a town of this size,
shouldn’t the school take some responsibility?
Would this housing crisis have been so pronounced
If there were 1,350 fewer students desperately
looking for housing in the city’s residential
districts?
Along the same lines of over-enrollment, it is
suddenly clear to me why classes are so hard to
get, even for a graduating senior.
I am one of the lucky few who have managed to
get the classes I need and will be able to graduate
in four years, but my situation is definitely
unusual. My roommate is a fifth-year senior also
graduating in June, yet during registration she
didn’t get all the classes she needs. How can this
be? How can anyone have an “ expected date of
graduation” if getting classes is purely luck of the
draw?
If my roommate with graduating senior status
had problems adding classes, just think of the
students with eighth, ninth or even I2th priority.
It seems they should be happy if they can add even

some obscure ancient history
class.
It doesn’t make sense that
with an extra 1,350 students and
a sh o rtag e o f 57 faculty
members, the school doesn’t see
the need to dramatically expand
the class schedule. Attending a
state-supported school, our tui
tion fees are m ore then
reasonable, but why is tuition
constantly rising? Maybe since
the school is collecting tuition
from 1,350 extra students, yet is
utilizing the same facilities and
faculty, we should all get re
funds. It just doesn’t make sense. Where is all
that money going?
Baker said although the budget this year allowed
for only 14,000 students, next year’s budget will be
based on a full-time enrollment of 15,000. An in
crease in Cal Poly’s money is a step in the right
direction, but if we already have more than 15,500
students, who is going to finance the extra 500?
Besides, by the 1990-91 school year I’ll be long
gone from this learning establishment and the in
crease is not going to help me get the classes 1
want, or the individual help I would like from my
professors.
This brings me to a whole new problem the ad
ministration should address. I have basically en
countered two types of teachers during my Cal Po
ly career — those who go out of their way to help
you learn and understand while gaining your
respect from their examples. And those who tempt
you to sleep during class because they seem to be
doing the same or who confuse themselves while
trying to clarify questions.
Don’t evaluations get read here? Or are they
read and disregarded? So many teachers who really
deserve some extra recognition for their contribu
tion to this school go unrewarded, and those who
need a little urging to improve continue to teach as
though they think tenure guarantees their jobs.
These problems can’t be solved overnight, nor
should they be. But the administration needs to
know I’m not the only unsatisfied student here.
Being at Cal Poly has been one of the best experi
ences of my life. I have gained tremendous
amounts of knowledge, but I can only imagine
what it would have been like if Poly was run with
more consideration for the students’ needs.
I m not asking for five-day weekends or
automatic A’s in all my classes, but being able to
talk to Baker occasionally on a one-to-one basis
might really help. Maybe if he had office hours
every week where students could talk to him about
the school — the things they like and the things
that could use some improvement — some of these
problems would be recognized and solved.

Letters to the Editor
Readers speak out
on flag burning
Editor — I was saddened to hear
Philip Bollom set fire to an
American flag in the University
Union on Wednesday afternoon
last week. What saddened me
was that he did not choose to
burn the flag on a Thursday dur
ing activity hour.
Why is it that Vietnam
veterans countrywide are also

setting fire to the “ symbol of
America?” What are they think
ing about when they set fire to
the flag they fought for?
’Next logical step — outlaw the
use of matches altogether!
Bill Henry
City and Regional Planning
Editor — The flag is the symbol
of our country, a country
dedicated to individual rights,
freedom and democracy.
The stars and stripes stands

for these freedoms: the right of
free speech, a free press and the
right to peacefully protest.
When Philip Bollom burned
the flag in the University Union,
he was expressing these most
basic of rights.
The flag as a symbol cannot be
burned — only the various ob
jects we call flags can be burned.
In effect, our flag symbolizes the
right to burn it.
I believe Bollom is more of a
patriot than those who gave him

“ the finger.”
Matthew Erik Butler
Architecture
Editor — Twelve years ago I
would not have had a reason for
rebuttal or anger provoked by
David Perlick’s Nov. 15 letter.
Then I was a Boy Scout, and
flags and ceremonies were a part
of a Scout’s honor instilling loy
alty, morality and pride.
Are we really in such dire need
for patriotic banter that we are

willing to hear it from the
mouths of fascists? These people,
who are experts on ignorant and
meaningless acts, are confused
when they search for the
ultimate meaning behind pride
and loyalty in the United States.
Isn’t it time we see past the
stars and bars and look inside
ourselves for that feeling of na
tionalistic pride?
Chris Monti
Political Science
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Illustration by Andy Harding

Artist’s rendering of the Biosphere II project.

Experiment recreates atmosphere
of planet in sealed environment
8 volunteers will
live in microcosrh
o f earth fo r 2 years
By Lee Jakobs
Staff Writer

Straight out of a science fic
tion movie, the Biosphere II, an
airtight, steel and glass enclosure
covering nearly three acres, with
its own ecosystem will be com
pleted by September 1990.
Philip Hawes, director of ar
chitecture and design develop
ment at the Biosphere 11 project,
located in Arizona, spoke Tues
day at Cal Poly about its design
and its purpose.
Hawes’ lecture was titled “ A
Biosphere for your Backyard,”
which refers to the possibility of
building smaller biospheres for a

variety of uses.
The earth, also known as
Biosphere 1, will be recreated in a
sealed, self-sustaining system for
ecological research and research
into a possible space model.
Hawes explained the plans for
the Arizona project.
“ It’s 550 feet long (covering
about three acres), with a highpoint of 100 feet, where a moun
tain will be covered by tropical
plants to form a rain forest,”
said Hawes.
Roughly five years in the
works, there already exists a
smaller test version. People have
stayed within the test Biosphere
for up to three weeks.
Biosphere II is a $30 million
private venture which will be
completed in September 1990.
Eight volunteers will run the
unprecedented
experim ent.

B E R G O D O R F GOODMAN

They will spend two years sealed
off from the outside world, unless
personal or medical emergencies
force them to leave.
All volunteers are being train
ed to run the ecosystem.
“ That’s what’s missing in to
day’s w orld,” Hawes said.
“ People don’t know how to run
the earth.”
Along with the carefully
chosen volunteers, Biospere 11
will be home for microbes, in
sects and other animal life, in
cluding goats, birds, chickens,
reptiles and about 150 species of
fish.
“ We chose the tropics for
Biosphere II because of the
abundance of life it creates,” said
Hawes. “ It will have a series of
tropical biomes (settings).”
There will be a city, containing
See BIOSPHERE, page 6
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From page 1
tion in San Luis Obispo. The firm
determined that the city and the
foundation could not finance it
by themselves.
If the budget is not approved
by Deukmejian, “ we will move to
Plan B,” Gerard said. “ We will
go through the legislature and
try to get it approved that way.”
The city has designated the
money as a capital improvement
project, and the foundation is
getting its money through fun
draising, Gerard said.
At the end of October the
foundation had $2.4 million rais
ed for the center, but its cam
paign officially begins March 9,
said Jim Jamieson, director of
the Performing Arts Foundation.
The Cal Poly budget was sub
mitted by the Trustees with the
priority of the center moving up
13 spaces higher than it was last
year on the list.
There are certain categories
and criteria Trustees use in
determining whether or not pro
jects will be approved and where
they will be placed on the list.
Additional lecture space
The reason the center moved
up so many spaces in priority is
that classroom space was added
to the proposal of the center,
Gerard said.
Although, “ part of the agree
ment with the city and the foun
dation is that no formal instruc
tion will take place in the build
ing,” Gerard said.
He said a way to get around
that would be to add a 175-seat
lecture hall to the project but not
directly to the center.
The center will be the result of
more than four years of delibera
tion on the issue and eight un
satisfactory “ final proposals” to
the council.
Foundation for the Performing
Arts President Warren Sinsheimer called this Final agree
ment the best possible alter
native.
“ The cooperation among the
city, the university, and I’d like
to think from our standpoint, has
been w onderful,” Sinsheimer
said.
The agreement also entails
that any operating deficit will be
covered by the foundation and
the city. The foundation will set
aside a SI million endowment for
this purpose.
Gerard praised the collective
efforts to establish the Perform
ing Arts Center agreement and
said Cal Poly plans to build a
1,000-space parking lot on the
site.
The center will include an or
chestra pit with hydraulic lift, a
large lobby and three levels of
seating for variable capacity.
In other council business:

I’l.ACE: University Union Plaza
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• An appeal by F. McLintocks
to stop a hot dog cart from oc
cupying space in the vacant lot
next to their downtown restraunt
was denied by the City Council.
The cart will be run by SLO
Brewing owners Michael and
Becky Hoffman on Thursday
through Sunday nights.
F. McLintock’s President John
Bushnell said allowing the cart is
not fair to downtown property
renters and would set “ a danger
ous precedent” for allowing other
carts to inundate the area.
The council disagreed and
unanimously denied the appeal. i
Several councilmembers said the
number of carts will be regulated
through the distribution of
business permits, which these
carts must have.
Councilmember Penny Rappa
said that the council will noMi
have a chance to Find if they cai^
“ incorporate temporary uses ini<
vacant lots that will enhance thi
downtown and ... on an equitablj
basis.”
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CALENDAR
OUT-OF-TOWN
SANTA BA RBA RA / VENTVRA
□ k.d. lang and The Recline§, Nov. 22 & 24, Ventura
Theatre.
□ Buzzcocks, Nov. 26, Ventura Theatre.
□ Meal Puppets, Dec. 2, Ventura Theatre.
□ Camper Van Beethoven, Dec. 8, Ventura Theatre,
n Psychedelic Furs, Dec. 23, Ventura Theatre.
BA Y AREA:
□ Harry Connick, Jr., Nov. 18, the Warfield (S.F.).
n JoeSirummer, Nov. 17, I-Beam (S.F.).
Stanley Jordan, Nov. 17, Great American Music
HalKS.F.).
□ Kurylhmics, Nov. 19, Henry J. Kaiser Convention
Center (Oakland).
□ Kxene Cervcnka, Nov. 21,333 Slims (S.F.).
□ L.A. Guns, Nov. 22, the Warfield.
□ Jay I.eno, Nov. 26, Circle Star Center.
Kronos Quartet, Nov. 30, 333 Slims.
n Stevie Ray Vaughn and Double Trouble, Dec. 3,
Oakland Coliseum Arena.
C Squeeze, with Animal I.o|{ic (featuring Stewart
Copeland and Stanley Clarke), Dec. 9, the Warfield,
n Jethro Tull, Dec. 10, S.F. Civic.
L Indigo Girls, Dec. 10, the Warfield.
The Mekons, Dec. 12, Kennel Club (S.F.).
Soundgarden, Dec. 15, I-Beam,
n The Cull, Dec. 27, Cow Palace.
LOS ANGELES
Poi Dog Pondering, Nov. 16, The Roxy (Los

Angeles).
Harry Connick, Jr., Nov. 17, Wiltern Theatre,
the The, Nov. 17, Hollywood Palladium; Mar. 7,

Wiltern Theatre.
n fIR K H O S F, Nov. 18, the Greendoor (Montclair).
- Dionne Warwick, Nov. 19, South Bay Center for
the Arts (Torrance).
□ Kurylhmics, Nov. 20& 22, Universal Am
phitheatre.
□ Joe Sirummer with Thelonious Monster, Nov. 22,
Santa Monica Civic.
□ L .A . Guns, Nov. 23, Celebrity Theatre (Anaheim);
Nov. 24, Hollywood Palladium.
□ Buzzcocks, Nov. 25, Santa Monica Civic.
□ Kxene Cervenka, Nov. 26, Bogart’s (Long Beach).
□ k.d. lang and The Reclines, Nov. 28, Celebrity
Theatre.
□ Jeff Beck with Stevie Ray Vaughan and Double
Trouble, Dec. I, L.A. Sports Arena.
□ Meal Puppets, Dec. 4, Bogart’s,
n M ary’s Danish, Dec. 5, Bogart’s.
Jethro Tull, Dec. 5 & 6, Universal Amphitheatre.
Jazz Butcher, Dec. 7, Bogart’s.
Syd Straw, Dec. 9, Bogart’s.
Grateful Dead, Dec. 8 ,9& 10, Great Western
Forum.
(J KROQ Christmas Bash with The Call, Camper Van
Beethoven, M ary’s Danish and Food for Feel, Dec. 10,
Universal Amphitheatre.
Squeeze, with Animal Logic (with Stewart
Copeland and Stanley Clarke), Dec. 11, Universal
Amphitheatre.
□ Indigo Girls, Dec. 15, Wiltern Theatre.
□ The Mekons, Dec. 15, The Roxy.
n Joan Baez, Dec. 16, Universal Amphitheatre.
□ Sam Kinison, Dec. 17, Celebrity Theatre; Dec. 19,
UniversI Amphitheatre.
Patti LaBelle, Dec. 21 & 22, Universal Am
phitheatre.
The Cull, Dec. 31, Long Beach Arena.
The B-52’s, Jan. 3 & 4, Universal Amphitheatre.
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‘Arms’production opens tonight
Fowler at ease
with sharing
center stage

Malkin feels
Poly overflows
with quality

By Camela Martin

By Camela Martin

A*E ARTS WRITER

A#E ARTS w r i t e r ____________________
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forming in
to r’s pro
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gression
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in to theproduction
a t e r ,
ever, Tracy
Michael
Fowler, be
Malkin, director of Cal Po
ing the proud sister of an
ly’s production of Anns and
identical twin, finds taking
the Man, investigated the
center stage difficult.
arts his senior year at Tufts
“ This was the first audition
University in Boston. After
I’ve ever done, although my
reveeiving his bachelor’s
sister and 1 were the ugly
degree in English and ac
stepsisters in a sixth-grade
ceptance to graduate school
Cinderella production.’’
in a different field, Malkin
Enjoying the task of shar
was offered a scholarship if
ing her general identity with
he would stay at Tufts and
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theater program.
ater stage. Feeling that
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many of the other actors
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have valuable experience
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beyond her own, she claims Journalism Junior Matthew Calegari plays Capt. Bluntschli.
reveeiving
his
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TIM KESSELRINQ/Muatang Daily
all character parts are
doctorate degrees in the
equally important to the
ater.
development of the produc
tion.
Although deciding to solely follow theater after the
Nonetheless, she plays the part of Raina Petkoff
completion
of his undergraduate studies, Malkin does
what most audiences would consider the lead.
not
consider
his interest to be unfamiliar, but a reopen
in
Fowler’s
A profound stage presence is apparent
ing
of
that
curiousity.
rehearsal performances, despite the lack of heavy prior
“ In high school I was involved in theater,” said
training.
“ The character I play is a complicated one, admits Malkin, “ I was president of the high school drama club.
When I completed my requirements for undergraduate
Fowler, “ but I feel I now identify with her.”
Believing there to be a correlation between the char studies, I renewed my younger involvement in the arts.”
Currently holding the chair position of the theater and
acter’s romantic yet tough quality and her own, Fowler
dance
department, Malkin has been a professor at Cal
realizes that learning her lines is the least of her con
Poly
for
16 years.
See MALKIN, AAF. page 2
tinuous efforts.
See FOWLER, A&E page 2

MOVIES
□ All Dogs Go to Heaven: At the Festival Cinemas,
12:40, 2:40,4:40, 7:40 and 9:35.
□ An Innocent Man: At the Festival Cinemas, 12:50,
4:55 and 9.
See CA LEND A AAK page 3

(L«f1 to right) Jourrtalltm junior Tracy Fowiar, a t Raina Patkoff, and San Luis Obispo rasidant Janat Stipicavich as Mrs. Patkoff.
TIM KESSELRtNCUMu»1»fis Daily

Untouchables will be skankin’ Sunday
By Lee Jakobs
A*F ENTERTAINMENT WRITER

Stanlay Jordan comas to Cal Poly Nov. 20.

igh energy music by a
sharp-dressed band,
playing touches of
ska,
rock-and-roll,
reggae, ja/z and even
rap — it’s gotta be the
Untouchables.
“ UT’s, as we’re called by our
friends,” said Derek Break field, vocals
and bass player for the group. Derek
has been with the Untouchables for
four years now and spoke about the
band in a phone interview .
“ The name Untouchables was a

spoof on the ’70s big rock bands that
considered themselves untouchable.
It’s a parody that stuck,” said
Breakfield.
The Untouchables were formed in
1981 and led by guitarist Clyde Grimes
and Jerry Miller. “ Clyde was doing
most of the writing,” added Breakfield.
“ Everyone contributes now, which
makes it a lot easier. Now we’re more of
a band,” he added.
What make the UT’s, now consisting
of seven members and a horn section,
so varied is the different musical tastes
between band members.
“ We have a great chemistry between
us, from the old ’70’s funk to R & B

music,” said Breakfield. And it’s this
chemistry that gives the Untouchables
their distinctive sound.
The Untouchables’ first album,
released as an EP, Live and Let Dance.
contains one of the more popular Un
touchable songs, “ Free Yourself,”
which still has frequent air play.
Following Live and Let Dance, the
band was then signed to Stiff Records,
part of MCA, and recorded their first
I P, Wild Child.
After Wild Child, and their third
recording Dance Party, the UT’s made
numerous tours through Europe, Japan
and the United States.
See UNTOUCHABLES, A&E page 2
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FOWLER

M A LK IN

Tracy Fowler also works In the classified department of Mustang Daily.

From A&E page 1
After rehearsing every night
except Saturdays from 7-11 p.m.,
Fowler feels quite prepared for
the opening. She notes that she
is nervous, but quickly adds that
this is a positive side effect: “ We
all need the adrenalin.”
Fowler has thoroughly enjoyed
working with director Mike
Malkin. “ With such a small cast,
we got quite close, becoming
each others’ social life,” she said.
Enrolling in Cal Poly her
freshman year, Fowler set out in
journalism to further her inter
est, not predicting the opportu' nitytoact.
Hoping to graduate in June,
Fowler does not, however,
foresee additional plays in the

future. “ I don’t think I’ll have
the time ... I need the units to
graduate.”
Currently juggling time be
tween being a representative for
the
classified
advertising
department for Mustang Daily
and spending about 28 hours a
week devoted to the production,
Fowler’s lime has been booked.
“ I would love to do another pro
duction if I had the time,” she
said.
Having experienced a part of
the arts unknown to many peo
ple, Tracy Fowler finds new
respect for the field. “ I used to
sit in an audience and think — I
can do that. But I’ve found that
it’s hard. It’s a lot easier to sit in
the audience.”

RONNIE SAYS...

EAT AT

From A&E page 1
Directing about two produc
tions a year and instructing an
acting class, Malkin, very happy
with where he’s at, is repeatedly
impressed with Cal Poly and its
consistent talent.
“ We compete and often exceed
a tremendous number of schools
with undergraduate programs,”
he said, “ despite the fact that
Cal Poly has no major in dance or
theater.”
Malkin also notes that Poly
has a fair amount of students go
ing on into the professional
realms of the arts.
He attributes this excellent
quality to the actors acceptance
of heavy duty work.
“ These actors, chosen on the
basis of what I perceive to be
their potential, have truly amaz
ed me,” said Malkin.
While many people dislike the
intense technical environment
that constantly surrounds the
tasks performed at this school,
Malkin states, this atmosphere is
much of the reason why the stu
dents get out here with their
other studies and perhaps full
tim e
jo b s ,
an d
d e v o te
themselves.
“ In the past 16 years we are
the only IRA (Instructurally
Related Activity) that has not
suffered a major loss,” said
Malkin. “ We’ve done better at
the box office than many aca
demic theaters.”
Convinced that theater is a
“ risky business,” Malkin just
hopes that the quality work,
community involvement and
positive dynamics of this univer
sity continue to pay off.
Malkin, who holds serious
respect for actors, has a special
regard for this particular cast
performing y4rmi and the Man.
The students, according to
Malkin, have discovered that this
desire to be good can take over
their being. “ They are surprised
at their own drive to achieve, and
how much they’re willing to work
at being good,” he said.
These students have found, he
observes, that they are uncom
fortable to not be working.
In addition to directing various
plays, Malkin writes as an ex
tension of his work, not as a
hobby.
While directing others’ plays,
many of Malkin’s playwrights, in
turn, are produced by various
directors around the states.
“ Often times I don’t even
know who produces my play,
while with others I am expected
to assume an active position in
the production process,” he said.

One such musical written by
Malkin has been shown at PCPA
in Santa Maria and has also
recently appeared in a profes
sional theater in Houston.
As far as producing his own
work on the Cal Poly stage,
Malkin believes that would be,
“ a little incestuous. There’s a
part of myself that needs to go
beyond Cal Poly in the profes
sional sense.”
Malkin, never predicting the
future, only hopes to see the arts
expand to enhance a greater
diversity in a cultural sense.

rather than just an ethical sense.
“ Everybody needs the arts,”
said Malkin, "w hether it’s
reading great works or attemp
ting to get inside the mind of
that writer and perform.”
Many people, Malkin believes,
are satisfied being a “ witness” to
the arts, however there are
others who are not satisfied
unless they are involved in pro
ducing it.”
"1 feel privileged,’’ said
Malkin, “ to be a great part of the
university’s responsibility to
develop human aspirations.”

Shaw's 'Arms' play
full o f wit, confusion
Showcasing student and local
talent, the university theater and
dance department will present
the fall quarter production of
Arms and the Man, a George
Bernard Shaw romantic comedy,
opening the 1989-1990 theater
season at the Cal Poly Theatre
tonight.
Directed by Michael Malkin,
the play promises a lot of wit and
confusion because, according to
Peter Wilt, program manager for
the Cal Poly Arts staff, “ nothing
works as the romantics say it
should.”
Cast in its unique web. Arms
and the Man has remained timely
and popular for over 90 years.
Shaw, setting the action in the
middle of a long-ti.*ne war be
tween Bulgaria and Serbia,
weaves a prevailing thread of
spoofing
romantic
attitudes
towards love and war in this
adventurous play. This is seen in
each character’s actions.
• Capt. Bluntschli, a profes
sional soldier who consistently
cares more for saving his skin
than in accepting a hero’s stat
ure, carries chocolates instead of
bullets in his cartridge belt.
• While heroine Raina Petkoff
holds a noble bearing, her nobili
ty is contradicted by an incur
able habit of lying.
• The cliche romantic hero,
Sergius Saranoff, is a fool in
practical situations. A charge he
has lead is successful only
because the enemy has been
given ammunition of the wrong
caliber.
Designing the clever set and
period costumes is Russell
Whaley, while makeup is con
structed by Al Schmupp, and
Howard Gee is the lighting de

signer and technical director.
The cast behind the characters
constitutes eight of San Luis
O bispo’s most earnest and
dedicated talent.
Cast as Raina Petkoff, the
beautiful and impatient 23year-old daughter of Maj. Petoff,
is journalism senior Tracy C.
Fowler. Opposite Fowler is jour
nalism junior Matthew Calegari
as the strong-willed Bluntschli.
Appearing as Maj. and Mrs.
Petoff will be senior speech
communication m ajor, John
Laschobar and San Luis Obispo
resident Janet Stipicevich.
The intrepid hero and Raina’s
suitor, Maj. Sergius Saranoff,
will be played by electrical
engineering
freshman
David
Elliott Stockett'.
Playing servants in the Petkoff
household are speech com
munication senior Bonnie Talcott
and landscape architecture senior
Kai Slawinski. City and regional
planning freshman Vance E.
Jones plays a Russian officer.
□ Arms and the Man perfor
mances are scheduled at 8 p.m. on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
Nov. 16, 17 and ¡8, in the Cal Poly
Theatre.
Reserved-seat tickets are S6 for
the public and $5 fo r students and
senior citizens. They are available
at the Cal Poly Theatre Ticket Of
fice.
Reservations can be made by
calling 756-1421 or stopping by
the Ticket Office between 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m., Monday through Fri
day. Tickets will also be on sale at
the door the night o f each per
formance.
— Camela Martín

UNTOUCHABLES
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From A&Epage 1
The Untouchables have both
headlined and opened for such
acts as the Psychedelic Furs,
UB40, X and King Sunny Ade.
“ I have favorite venues, like the
Fillmore in San Francisco and
the Greek,’’ said Breakfield.
“ But we approach each gig dif
ferently.
“ We’re always going to be a
club band; we have just pro
gressed through the years into
the bigger shows,” he added.
The U n to u c h ab les’ latest
album. Agent OO Soul, with band
members Clyde “ OO” Grimes,
Jerry “ EQ” Miller, Brewster,
Chuck ” Ska-Fa’’ Askerneese,
Willie “ Dred” McNeil and Derek
“ D” Breakfield (plus a complete
horn section), adds jazz and rap
to their already established
repertoire of rock, ska, reggae
and soul.
□ The Untouchables will be
playing in Mott Gym Sunday,
with Rhythm Akimbo and Rock
Steady opening, at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $8.50 in advance, $9.50 at the
door. For more information, call
756-1154.

A & E, Mustang Daily

CALENDAR
F ro m A & E p a g e 1
□ The Bear: Either at the Madonna
Plaza Theatre, weekdays 5,7 and 9,
weekends 1 1 ,1 ,3 ,5 ,7 and 9; or the
Century Cinemas, weekdays 2:30,
4:30, 7:15 and 9:15, weekends 12:30,
2:30,4:30,7:15 and 9:15; or the Fes
tival Cinemas (starting Fri.), 12:50,
2:50,5,7:45 and 9:40.
□ Best of the Best: At the Festival
Cinemas (ending Thurs.), 12:25, 2:30,
4:30, 7:40 and 9:45.
□ Crimes and Misdemeanors: At the
Fremont Theatre, 7 and 9.
□ Dad: Either at the Festival
Cinemas, 12, 2:20, 4:40, 7 and 9:30; or
the Century Cinemas, weekdays 2:15,
4:30,7 and 9:30, weekends 12, 2:15,
4:30,7 and 9:30; or the Mission
Cinemas, weekdays 5,7:30,10,
weekends 12,2:30, 5, 7:30 and 10.
□ Fabulous Baker Boys: At the Fes
tival Cinemas, 3:05 and 7:15.
□ Gone With the Wind: At the Palm
Theatre (ending Thurs.), 7.
□ Gross Anatomy: Either at the
Mission Cinemas, weekdays 8,
weekends 12,4,8; or the Century
Cinemas (ending Thurs.), 2:15,4:30, 7
and 9:30.
□ Harlem Nights: Either at the Fes
tival Cinemas (starting Fri.), 12,2:25,
4:50,7:25 and 10; or the Century
Cinemas (starting Fri.), weekdays
2:15,4:30,7 and 9:30, weekends 12,
2:15,4:30,7 and 9:30.
□ Immediate Family: Either at the
Festival Cinemas (ending Thurs.),
12:40,2:50,5:05,7:45 and 9:50; or the
Mission Cinemas, weekdays 5:15,9,
weekends 1:30,5:15 and 9.
□ Little Mermaid: Either at the Fes
tival Cinemas (starting Fri.), 12:20,
2:15,4:20,7; 10 and 9:10; or the Cen
tury Cinemas, weekdays 2:30,4:30,
7:15 and 9:15, weekends 12,2:30,
4:30,7:15and 9:15.
□ Look Who’s Talking: Either at the
Festival Cinemas, 12:30,2:40, 5 ,7;35
and 9:55; or the Madonna Plaza
Theatre, weekdays 5:30,7:30,9:30,
weekends 11:30,1:30,3:30,5:30,7:30
and 9:30.
□ Next of Kin: Either at the Festival
Cinemas, 12:30,4:50 and 9:10; or the
Century Cinemas (ending Tues.),
weekdays 2:15,4:30,7 and 9:30,
weekends 12,2:15,4:30,7 and 9:30.
□ The Phantom of the Opera: At the
Festival Cinemas (ending Thurs.),
1:10,5:15 and 9:20.
□ Prancer: Either at the Festival
Cinemas, 12:30,2:45, 5:05,7:45 and
9:40; or the Century Cinemas, week
days 2:30,4:30,7:15 and 9:30,
weekends 12,2:30,4:30, 7:15 and
9:30.
□ The Second Animation Celebra
tion: The Movie: At the Palm
Theatre, 7 and 9:15, weekends 4:45,7
and 9:15.
□ Second Sight: Either at the Mis
sion Cinemas, weekdays 7, weekends
11:45,3:30 and 7; or the Festival
Cinemas (ending Thurs.), 12:45, 2:45,
4:45, 7:50and 9:45.
□ Shirley Valentine: At the Palm
Theatre, 7.
□ Shocker: Either at the Festival
Theatre (ending Thurs.), 3:05 and
7:10; or the Century Cinemas (ending
Thurs.), 2:15,4:30,7 and 9:30.
□ Staying Together: Either at the
Festival Cinemas, 12:20,2:20,4:20,
7:30 and 9:40; or the Madonna Plaza
Theatre, weekdays 6,8,1 0 , weekends
12,2,4,6,8, 10.
□ Stepfather II: At the Festival
Cinemas, 12:15,2:15, 5:15,7:20 and
9:55.
□ When Harry Met Sally: At the
Palm Theatre (starting Fri.), week
days 7, weekends 4:45 and 7.
□ Worth Winning: Either at the
Festival Cinemas, 1:05, 5:15, and
9:25; or the Mission Cinemas, week
days 6,10, weekends 2,6, and 10.
* Check the Yellow Pages for movie house
locations.

LIVE THEATER
and A R T CINEMA
□ Arms and the Man: See separate
articles.
□ The Great American Melodrama
(Highway 1, Oceano) continues with
A Christmas Carol and SnoW White
and the Five Dwarfs. Show starts at
7 p.m. (Fridaysat 8 p.m., Saturdays
at 5 and 9 p.m., Sundays at 6 p.m.,
and Wednesdays and Thursdays at 7
p.m.) Call 489-2499 for more informa
tion.

FR ID AY, NO V. 17
COMEDY
□ Comedian Bob Larson headlines at
Bob Zany’s Comedy Outlet (located
in Mullarkey’s at the Embassy Suites
Hotel, 333 Madonna Road, SLO)
along with Dylan Brody and Dennis
Stalker. Tickets for the 8 and 10 p.m.
shows are $6, or free with dinner. For
more information, call 549-0800.
MUSIC
□ The Noodles come to SLO Brewing
Co. The 9:30 p.m. show is S2. For
more information, call 543-1843.
□ Rob Kimball and Hay Fever play
at Earthling Bookstore. For more in
formation, call 543-7951.
□ Reggae artists Strictly Roots, with
Frontline, come to the Cayucos Vets
Hall (70 N. Ocean, Cayucos). The
$8.50 show starts at 9 p.m. For more
information, call 772-9449.
□ Reggae masters Crucial DBC get
ire at D.K.’s West Indies Bar. The
show is $3. For more information, call
543-0223.

Thursday , Nov. 16,1989

LIVE THEATER
andARTCINEMA
□ Arms and the Man: See separate
articles.
□ The Pismo Light Opera Theatre
continues The Sound of Music at the
Marion Houston Theatre at the
Pismo Beach City Hall. Tickets are
$ 10 preferred, $8 general; curtain
time is 8 p.m. For more information,
call 773-2882.
□ The San Luis Obispo Little
Theatre presents The Owl and the
Pussycat at Hilltop Theatre (1533
Lizzie St., SLO). The show is $8 and
curtain time is 8 p.m. For more in
formation, call 543-3737.
□ The Pewter Plough Playhouse (824
N. Main Street, Cambria) presents
I’m Not Rappaport. Tickets are $7
and the show begins at 8 p.m. For
more information, call 927-3877.
□ The Sound of Music: See Nov. 17.

SA TU R D A Y, N O V . 18
MUSIC
□ The 70-voice Cuesta College
Master Chorale will give their fall
concewrt at the Church of the
Nazarine (990 James Way, Pismo
Beach). Tickets are $ 10.50 special
preferred, $8.50 preferred. For more
information, call 546-3121.
□ Bandfesi ’89, featuring the Cal Po
ly Marching Band, the University
Jazz Band, the Cal Poly Sympohonic
Band, and the Dixieland Band, will
perform at Chumash Auditorium.
Tickets for the 8 p.m. show are $6.50

See CALENDAR, A&E page 4
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MUSIC
□ Lucky Peterson plays at D.K.’s
West Indies Bar (1121 Broad Street,
SLO). The $3 show starts at 9 p.m.
For more information, call 543-0223.
□ The Monkey Wrench Gang plays
bluegrass at the Earthling Bookshop
(698 Higuera St., SLO). The free show
begins at 8 p.m. For more informa
tion, call 543-7951.
□ Bar Sharks lay down their fins at
SLO Brewing Co. (1119 Garden
Street, SLO). The $1 show begins at
9:30 p.m. For more information, call
541-1823.
□ Lyric soprano Marilyn Thompson
will perform “ Afro-American Art
Songs” at the Cal Poly Theatre. The
11 a.m. show is free. For more infor
mation, call 756-1151.
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hew Thai Restaurant
L ittle
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THAI HfSTAUAANT

Complete Dinner

Daily Lunch
Specials

$ 8 9 5

$025.

Appetizer, Soup, Salad, Rice,
___ Main Dish & Dessert

to

20% OFF

MUSIC
n The Untouchables: See separate
article.
□ John Siler ^ings and plays guitar
at Earthling Bookstore. The 2 p.m.
show is free. For more information,
call 543-7951.
□ Cal Poly’s Electronic Music Club
will be taking 15-minute signups for
anybody to play their instruments,
starting at 11 a.m. at Linnaea’s Cafe.
For more information, call 544-3653.

From A&E page 3

$095

w ith th is a d

on any other selections M on-Thurs
Mo n . - S a t
1 1 -9
5 4 3 - 4 4 13
1 2 7 3 ^ L a u i o l Lane. S L O ( a c r o s s f r o m the bowl i ng al l ey)

adults, $3.75 students/seniors. For
more information, call 756-1511.
□ Acoustic guitarist/vocalist Lora
Poligonu plays at Earthling
Bookshop. The free show starts at 8
p.m. For more information, call 5437951.
in Dub Soliders plays at D.K.’s West
Indies Bar. The show is $3. For more
information, call 543-0223.
□ Chris “ Hammer” Smith plays at
SLO Brewing Co. The $3 show begins
at 9:30 p.m. For more information,
call 543-1843.

LIVE THEATER
andARTCINEMA
D Arms and the Man: See separate
articles,
□ I’m Not Rappaport: See Nov. 17
(closes tonight).
□ The Sound of Music: See Nov. 17.
□ The Owl and the Pussycat: See
Nov. 17 (closes tonight).

MUSIC
□ Guitar virtuoso Stanley Jordan,
considered by many to be the next
rising star in the jazz world, will be
playing at the Cal Poly Theatre. The
ASI Concerts-sponsored shows are at
7:30and 9:30p.m. Tickets are $13.50
adults, $12.50 students ($1 more the
night of the show). For more infor
mation, call 756-1154.

TU ESD A Y, N O V. 21

LIVE THEATER
andARTCINEMA
□ Arms and the Man: See separate
articles.

U V E THEA TER
and ARTCINEMA
□ Vox Theatre One-Act Plays per
forms at Linnaea’s Cafe on Tuesday,
Nov. 21. Tickets are $2. For more in
formation, call 546-8548.

M O N D A Y , N O V. 20

ONGOING

U V E THEATER
andARTCINEM A
□ Francois Truffaut’s 1975 film The
Story of Adele H. comes to Chumash
Auditorium. The show starts at 7:30
p.m. For more information, call 7561421.

NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!
Just in Time for The Holidays
C om e Visit
T H E C H R ISTM A S R O O M ’*

- Wreaths, lights, ribbons, garlands,
bells and all you need to create the
magic of the Christmas Season!
T H E PARTY D EP A R TM EN T*

- All the best in decorations, party
favors, cards, stickers, gift boxes,
and much more.

□ Hernán Caslellano-Giron’s
surreal art is being exhibited at
the Cuesta College Art Gallery
through Dec. 6. For more infor
mation, call 546-3202.
□ “ Typograms,” featuring
screen prints by Dennis
Ichiyama, is on display at the
University Art Gallery in Dexter
Building until Dec. 3. For more
information, call 756-1571.
□ The Entrance Gallery at the
San Luis Obispo Art Center will
present an exhibit through Nov.
19 featuring the watercolor
paintings of Myra Morford and •
Ulla Sonniag. For more informa
tion, call 543-8562.
n Art teacher Robert Reynolds’
show “ Sierra Suite: Paintings of
the Four Seasons” will be shown
through Dec. 5 in the University
Union Galerie. For more infor
mation, call 756-1182.

UPCOMING
Grapes of Wrath, Nov. 29, D.K.’s
West Indies Bar ... Yellowjackels,
Nov. 29, Cuesta College Auditorium.

T H E GRAPHIC DEPARTM ENT"

- We've doubled our size!

I f you have information pertaining to
upcoming events fo r Calendar, please
mail to: Mustang Daily, Graphic Arts
226, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA
93407, A TTN: Stewart McKenzie,
A&E Editor. Deadline is Tuesday be
forepublication.

OPEN 7 D AYS A W EEK!
855 Marsh Street
DOWNTOWN SLO

544-5518

M ustang D aily Christmas gram form
NAME:

Special S ym b o ls
O nly

PHONE:

$2.00 Extra
with your
minimum 2-line
ad at our regular rates

ADS MUST BE TURNED IN BY MONDAY, NOVEMBER 27^^"

Circle Symbol of Choice!

AD RATES
^REGULAR: J1.10 PER LINE

*14 POINT LETTERING: $2.20 PER LINE

*24 POINT :$4.40 PER LINE

ili

•BOLDFACE: EXTRA $1.00

XhanukabL
=
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(EXTRA CHARGE
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SA V E

Meet and Talk with I’.SG Kcprcscnialivcs
Opportnnilies in Maiuilaeturinj:

SAVE

S A VE

SAVf

S A VE

about

SAVE

Career

SAVE

p H ig u e r a

sS am c

Q u a l i t y ...........

'
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$1.50 OFF
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PETRA PRAISE
The Rock Cries O ut
Dayspring Records
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Which college essential
in this picture fits in
your backpack?

SAVE

SA V E

From page 1
having taught at public schools
in Colorado, Florida. and
Arizona.
A member of the Cal Poly
teaching team at the combined
Un i v e r s i t y
of
Bo t s wa n a ,
Lesotho, and Swaziland from
1969 to 1971, Wilson served as
director of short courses for
primary
school
headmasters
from all three African nations.
Wilson and his wife Loris live
in San Luis Obispo and have two
grown children.
Dean of professional studies
and education Harry Busselen
has known Wilson for 15 years.
“ Wilson always maintained a
position of ‘What’s good for the
students is good for the univer
sity,’ and that’s hard to find,’’
Busselen said.
“ The university is losing an
excellent
adm inistrator
who
served well at different levels.
Students have lost a good
friend.’’

Ag jobs
overseas

Europe & Australia have
farmers v/ho will provide work,
bo ard, lodging a n d w ages for
six months or m ore. Cash
crops, dairy, hogs, ranching,
other.
This Is a trem endous
opportunity for a unique
experience for 18-28 year-olds.
Financial p ackag es a re
av aila b le to help with airfare,
InsuratTce. Supervision,
seminars, e tc ., provided.
C all l-8CX)-432-FARM or write:
CA Exchange Program
P.O. Box6 7 /
Fergus Falls, MN
56537

Open
24 Hours

i
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hr Zrnilh .SuprrsPorl 2X6 iMlIrry-poMrtTrd portuhle.

The sPorl lIuH goes everywhere you ami y«mr kickpack
go. Ami will) all Uic |x>wcr ot a (leNklo|>.
As PT MAnA/INti. OtT ’XXstales: "The SupersPort 2X6
is an incredible machine." Or as in INIDWOKI.I^. Oct 'XX
says: "It cmlxKlies a conihinaiion »)f speed, weight, si/e, ami
iKillcry life (hat we've seen in no oilier laptop computer."

r g u g m

t

data
system s

The world's#! selling PC coinpallhles.
Cel the best for less.

Sec for yourself wlicrc the SupersPort 2X6 can l;ike you.
Several ixirtablc mmlcls arc available ranging in speed, hard
drive capticily and price. Simlcnis. F;K:iiliy ami Sufi receive
large discoiinls. Simlcnis, ask alxMil our new loan program!

HANG
G LID IN G
CLU B
Hang Gliding Classes

BAJA FOR
BEGINNERS
Date: Dec. 9-16
Cost: $169
Beginner
Hang Gliding Class

EIG xkxI
B o o k sto fe

Lessons & Equipment
Included!
Hang Gliding C lub
United States H ang Gliding
Assoclallon Ch 0159

LOTS O' FUN
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II
could contaminate the stream.
The air in Biosphere II will
circulate and rise by convection.
The carbon dioxide given off by
life within Biosphere II “ during
a sunny day will all be taken in
by plant life in eight hours which
would take Biosphere I (earth)
oneyear to do,” Hawes said.
Just like the earth. Biosphere
II will have self-sustaining water
that will come from its ocean.
The water vapor evaporates from
the ocean, rises toward cooling
coils above the rain forest, con

From page!
machinery and computers, a
farm, a desert and a tropical rain
forest. In order to create a small
version of earth for testing,
Bioshpere II will also contain
both a salt and fresh water
marsh, and a shallow and deep
ocean.
Both the air and water in
Biosphere 11 will be recycled. The
occupants have to take special
pains to keep everything pure.
With a 20,000-square-foot farm,
this will mean no pesticides that

Custom
Jewelry
Designs

denses and falls as rain. The rain
will feed the stream that falls to
the farmland and desert via
waterfalls. The stream flows
back to the ocean.
Building Biosphere II with
stainless steel and glass so
nothing escapes has never been
done in this way.
“ Nothing has been sealed that
tight,” Hawes said. “ We don’t
want to lose more than 1 percent
of the atmosphere. It’s extraor
dinarily unusual having some
thing so large and so sealed.”

674 Higuera Street
San Luis Obispo, California 93401
805-544-8988
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MOUNTAIN AIR SPORTS

10% to 40% OFF

Balloon
Sale
"OK! WHO’S BEEN PLAYING TlCj
(t a g d o u g h o n t h e p i z z a s ?! ”

<AVa)DSTOCK’S
\(PIZZA MAKING IS N O TA GAME!,

1015 Court St.

541- 4420
PRETTY FAST. FREE DELIVERY

SATURDAY
NOV. 18th
Each Bidloon will
have one discount
coupon worth 10%
or 20% or 30% or
40%
One balloon per
purchase
One coupon in
each balloon

W DDSTOCK’S

2

It
S
ti<
A

P
P

Vi

c
8

$ 1.50

OFF

ANY IN-HOUSE OR
PICK-UP ONLY
(NOT GOOD ON DELIVERY)
one coupon per pizza

exp. 11/2 8 /8 9

MOUNTAIN AIR

SPORTS
San Luis Obispo
6 6 7 M arsh S tr e e t
c o r n e r o f M arsh & Broad
5 4 3 -1 6 7 6

Take advantage of this incredible convience!

THE MUSTRSG CLHSSIFIEDS
NOUJ HAS fl DROP BOH ON THE U.U. INFORMRTION DESK!

lassified
***SAM***

Élections for new exec.board
Eome & voleüAIso tlx for
Melodrama Thurs. night, It's
honna be a blast!
Thursday 11am AG Eng 123_____
ETA KAPPA NU Initiates meeting;
fhu NOV16 11am in Rm120,Engr East
Re Active BBQ, InIt.date, e ^ ..

GAMERS!

Do you play wargames or role-play
names? Are you looking for people
Fo game with? Meet SAGA Thursdays
9t 11am in Comp.Sci room 250____
I n t e r n a t io n a l BUSINESS c l u b
vleetino thurs,Nov 16,11 AM
pjuest Speakers, Soviet Comrades;
Tanya Kochatora & Evgeny Brodski.
3us.Bldg 113AISO Fri. Nov.17,11:30
im.Thunderbird Rep. Bus Bldg 1J4

JEWISH CLUB

Meets socially every Thursday
evening at 6pm in UU 216
find out about upcoming events,
meet people and have fun

SHPE MTG
Thurs. Oct. 16 6pm
BLDG 52/RM E-27
FOOD FEED

STEAM B^f

SKI CLUB

Vlfant to go to STEAMBOAT?
Lucky for you there has been 3
cancellations on the 9th bus!
Sign up today at the UU table!
FINAL.PPAYMENT
i----- --------------------------------DUE THURS NOV.16
' ULA
Undergraduate Law Association
meeting 11 00am Thursday Nov 16
Ag Bldg Rm 216 come to hear local
attorneys speak about the legal
field,elections for new officers
Now members and all majors come
What's it like to be a student

Iteacher'? Find out by attending
;^the STUDENT TEACHER PANEL on Th
J N ov 16 at 8pm in BAE 214. Refresh
nmenls. all welcome'SCTA sponsored

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-hr Lifeline 541-3367
Free pregnancy test
'A friend for life'

K^tTMILLS

SLACK STREET ALUM
WE MISS YOU
LOVE THE SLACK ST GIRLS

MUSTANG VILLAGE APTS
HAS
GRADUATING IN DECI
AND
WE NEED YOU TO F
THEIR SPACES!
STUDIOS* TOWNHOUSES*FLATS
HURRY, LIM ITE D SPACES!

MARY COMPAGNO
WHERE ARE YOU?!?!
CALL PAUL (S.B.) AT 542-9554

VILLAGE

PREGNANT & UNDECIDED?
GRP. THERAPY your choice respected
Wkly Sessions 544-5870 Linda/Sue
Rayban Oakley Suncloud Vuarnet
get 10% off all name brand sun
glasses with Cal Poly student ID
card.The Sea Barn 360 Front St
A\^a Beach

543-4950

WOW GROUP 118-^EUNiONm
Party at Kelly s-Thurs Night
Call Kelly or Paul for Details

AEPi
JENNY GUTTLER
I am so proud to bo your big sis!
Love ya. DUDE

AGR little sister pledge:
KRIS GOMES, welcome to our
family Love YBB & YBS

Alpha Phi
Lots hear it for the
'Phi Amigos'! Saturday
will be a huge Fiesta!

Congrats to Janise DeVbe-Gamma
Phis Order of Omega pledge!
Congratulations to

BEKE HALLE and
ELSBETH PLANK
on your pins, love the brothers
ofLAMBDA CHI ALPHA

CORRECTION

1 MUSTANG

UNTOUCHABLES!

DANCE CONCERT IN CAL POLY GYM
November 19 at 7pm
tickets 8.50 student advanced
available at the UU Box Office

TURKEY SHOOT
CAL POLY RIFLE RANGE NEAR AERO
HANGER THURS NOV 16 10-6

Games & Comics- the largest
selection of games for gamers
New comics in every Friday morning
Games People Play 1060 Broad St.
546-8447

’ ARMS AND
THE MAN
Shaw's witty masterpiece
Cal Poly Theatre
Tlx $S stu S6 public
Theatre B /0 hrs 10-4
ASI Special Events
Presents

DEAD POETS
SOCIETY
Nov 17 8 and 10pm
Chumash Aud »3

Mustang Daily
C lassifieds

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U U INFO DESK
THE ADS W LL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM
Poly Pals needs a few Good Men
Pick up Applicationsrm217M-F11-12
Share your experience! Become a

POLY ROYAL
AMBASSADOR
Applic due Dec 1 UU209,756-2487
Yellovyiackets
iwd Nov 29177 30pm in the Cuesta
College Auditorium. Tickets at
Boo Boo’s or charge at 546-9463

Rubies are red.pearls are white
lets all rage at the formal
Saturday night!

THE OMEGAS
FALL FORMAL!

>IGMA KAPPA is going to wine an
dine their dates this Sat Nov 18

GAMMA PHI

HAS A CRUSH ON YOU!!
HeyZBT
Get psyched to be radioactive'"
-Imk-

GRC M A JO R ^~~

Local Bus. needs JR/SR student
to help desing 2 real estate
CO. logos letterhead, etc.
call Steve at 1-239-2333

PART-TIME EDUCATION DIRECTOR
for First United Methodist
Church of Santa Maria. 20 hrs
weekly 10K annually Degree
preferred. Send resume and
references to Jim Sullivan,
1423 S Wallis.SM 93454 925-5956

STANLEY
JORDAN!

In concert in the CalPoly Theatre
Mon November 20th
2 shows 7:30 & 9 30 pm
see UU table for details!

Summer management internship
interviews now taking place.
Gam valuable experience manag
ing a team of employees.customers
and suppliers Successful appli
cants will undergo extensive
training Average summer earnings
tange $6-10,000 call 'student
painters' for information
1-800-426-6441

Academic word processing Rates
from $2'page Resumes $10 Laser
printer. Marcy 541-4214
CW LAVELLE SECRETARIAL SERV
WP.Sr Projects, disc 528-5830

MCAT Insructor Natl test prep co.
Part time on campus 685-5767
Part-time Thursdays. Deliver EasyAd in SLO door to door. Earn aver
age $6-7 hr.Apply 3559 So.Higuera

A n n w iiie e i ii e n &

EK

Let Me Do Your Typino ESSAYS,REPORTS.MANUS(iRIPTS.BANNERS FOR
YOUR PARTIES REASONABLE COMPU
TER SERVICES PH:(805) 349-8274

Apple lie Color, Imagewriter II.
2 flopies, great wordprocessor.
lots of software $1100 489-2995

PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
Call Karen at 544-2692
______ _

BIG STUDENT DESK drawers cabinet
good condition 542-9155

PROTYPE WORD PROCESSING ~
CALL PATTY 544-1783

COMPUTER
Perfect Xmas gift
Tandy 2000 w/
monitor-printer
books desk
$1300 really new
489-4616

Laser printer/Student Î?'
Fiâtes
Raí
by Appt

lEASONABLE RAETZ TYPING SERV
■ALL NANCY AFTER 6PM 543-3774

ESUMES, Senior Projects A More!
aser Printer • Laura-549-6966

SAE

Regretfully announces the loss of
brother PADDY MURPHY, found
Stabbed, shot, and drowned in
GOB'S pool Join us in mourning
today at 11 00 in the U U Plaza
The Brothes of SAE

“ to m ^ erroth
GET EXCITED!
TONIGHT IS GOING TO BE WILD!
LUV
YOUR LITTLE SIS

WENDI ADAMS

GET READY TO FIND OUT WHO WE ARE!
YOUR BIG BRO AND
BIG SIS LOVE YOU!

YPING & EDITING WORD P E R I^ C T ’
;ALL BECKY, 549-0254

UN & SATISFACTION? YES! Volunteer
or OUTREACH Help with activités
or the developmentally disabled
Call Jen or Steph 756-2476 or
attend orientation on meeting 11/19
-4pm or 11/20 5pm Room 216 in UU

AUTO BODY

Very experienced person wanted
to do prep work on suburban
U need refs Call John at the
Mustang Daily 756-1143

TO

POLY)

NISHIKI TRI-A Equipe Ultegra. 105
Sante, 600 Like New $350 489-2995
Specialized racing bike. Shimano
components perfect cond. hardly
used 23inch forced to sell
giving away for $550/obo.Call Dan
543-5229

1982 MAZDA RX-7 Great condition.
Fun car! $4700 773-1237

FEMALE NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM 225/
mo
& utils washer/dryer 545-9228 JODI
Male roommate to share room
nice house 212.50mo 543-6201

CEDAR CREEK CONDO FURNISHED POOL
REC ROOM. REAL CLOSE TO POLY
LAUNDRY $1040 CALL 542-0940

Private or Shared Room 6 month
lease avail. Pool, Weight Room
Call 543-1450 or Eves. 772-3927

__

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDSi CA lI ~
BONNIE, 543-0520 EVE S _______________

KATHY SCHULTZ
Thanks for everything..
past.present.and future
you are the best"!
Love your Delta Sig Lit Sis

(ADJACENT

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-S59.230/yr.
Now Hiring. Call (1 )805-687-6CX)0
Ext.R-10081 for current federal list

WIN A TURKEY

All Pledge Party
3 00pm El Chorro Park

[20 OOSSS Bathing Suits
[it s The Sea Barns"ANNUAL Bikini
I Sale S hM Early For Best Selec
tion The Sea Barn 360 Front St
I Avila Beach

DR

Hard & Floppy Disk Drives Repaired
or replaced Phone for quote Neir
481-1920 New 45 Meg for Mac $525
STAR NXICXX) Rainbow printer,
9 p«n,l i^ ra d e d .$ 2 0 0 . HP32S
Scientific calc new $55
call Terri 543-5397.

SONY D-10 PORT. Disk $200 ONKYO
S-44 10' 3 way-Nice $175 489-2995

Female 1or2 to rent rm w/large
closet avail now' $330m o(l65 ea)
call for more info 544-3734'
or 542-9915!
MUSTANG VILLAGE APTS
HAS SOME STUDENTS
GRADUATING IN DECEMBER
AND
WE NEED YOU TO FILL
THEIR SPACES'
STUDIOS - TOWNHOUSES - FLATS
HURRY. LIMITED SPACES'
MUSTANG VILLAGE
543-4950
1 MUSTANG DR (ADJACENT TO POLY)

AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET
AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS CALL
MARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? for Free
Liât of all Least Expensive Houses
+ condos for sale in SLO.Call
Steve Nelson 543-8370
Leave
message Farrell Smyth R/E

1988 YAMAHA XT350 ENDURO GREAT
CONDITION $1300/FIRM-JIM 545-8678

HONDA SPREE-in excint cond
Great to have in SLO town Helmet
ind $350 Suzi 542-0327(LVE MSSG)

IKEN l U WME ID HOLD
PLAT^ UPS\0e OOWK N d J ft
m HEAD AHO SCRAPE THE
FOOD OFF THE UN0ERS\DE..'
AHO \F t SP\U. AK1TH\UG,
\T W\LL FLT \0 FEET UP
TO THE a c O R AHO SPLOT.'

Business
Directory
Use Mustang Daily's Coupons for
Great Savings at THE TIRE STORE

KiNK/VQ r'nPiFQ
DAD WILL HAVE TO 0OLT
BED TO THE CEILING
TDNKSUF, AND MoM WIU. KAÆ
TO STAND OTJ A SlEPLADCtC
TO HAND ME DINNER .

ASK ABOUT OUR RESUME PACKAGE!!
OPEN 24 HOURS! 543-0771

MASTERS THESES & MANUSCRIPTS
LINDA BLACK 544-1305.466-0687

BUILD YOUR OWN
DELUXE HAMBURGER
Enjoy a big, juicy hamburger served
on a sesame seed or whole wheat bun
with lettuce and tomatoes and

DON
T H I£

URKEY
V IN G

Your Choice of
12 Toppings:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ices

BACON
MUSHROOMS
SALSA
GREEN CHILE STRIPS
GRILLED O N IO N S
C A N A D IA N B A C O N
G U A C A M O LE
A N D 5 TYPES OF CHEESE

THE QUALITY CHOICE
only at the

LEAVE ROOMI
CHOOSÉ
MOONLIGHT

R COMFORT

/ ‘Wf-,',-.,

B urger B ar

I .X

Student Hoalth Services
Callfomia Polytechnic State Univ.
San Luis Obispo, CA 92407
(805) 756-1211

El Corral Bookstore presents
“the NeXT generation of computers
for higher education “
NeXT Representatives Will Be At

Chumash Au(iitorium
Thursciay, Nov. 16, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
• Product Demonstration
• M a th m o th ica Overview
• Programming Tutorial

EIGoiral
COMPUTER

-1 1 :0 0 a.m.
- 1:00 p.m.
- 2:00 p.m.
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